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Abstract 
The wireless media is a rich source of randomness.  In this talk we focus on two problems in 
securing wireless communication. In the first part we describe a practical way to harness this 
randomness to provide and/or improve the security of wireless communications.  We introduce the 
notion of "dynamic secrets", information shared by two parties, Alice and Bob, engaged in 
communication and not available to an adversary, Eve.  The basic idea is to dynamically generate a 
series of secrets from inevitable transmission errors and other random factors present in wireless 
communications.  These dynamic secrets exhibit interesting security properties and offer an 
alternative or complement to existing security protocols.  As part of the talk we will present a 
simple algorithm for generating these secrets and using them to update a shared key. 
 
In the second part of our talk we focus on the use of randomness so as to avoid detection of the 
communications.  Here the challenge is for Alice to communicate with Bob without an adversary, 
Willie the warden ever realizing that the communication is taking place. Specifically, we show that 
Alice can send O(\sqrt{n}) bits to the Bob in n channel uses with probability of detection by the 
Willie less than \epsilon for any \epsilon > 0. Conversely, attempting to transmit more than 
O(\sqrt{n}) bits either results in detection by Willie with probability one or a non-zero probability 
of decoding error as n -> \infinity. 
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